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The Essential Writings of Ralph Waldo Emerson 2009-09-30

introduction by mary oliver commentary by henry james robert frost matthew arnold
oliver wendell holmes and henry david thoreau the definitive collection of emerson s
major speeches essays and poetry the essential writings of ralph waldo emerson
chronicles the life s work of a true american scholar as one of the architects of the
transcendentalist movement emerson embraced a philosophy that championed the
individual emphasized independent thought and prized the splendid labyrinth of one s
own perceptions more than any writer of his time he forged a style distinct from his
european predecessors and embodied and defined what it meant to be an american
matthew arnold called emerson s essays the most important work done in prose includes
a modern library reading group guide

The Essential Writings of Sabina Spielrein 2018-08-06

sabina spielrein s writings explore the burning topics in the early days of
psychoanalysis while providing insight into the culture of the time and her own
personal struggles after a comprehensive historical and biographical introduction to
spielrein by john launer the essential writings of sabina spielrein pioneer of
psychoanalysis presents full length english translations of her first three and most
essential writings offering deep insight into her brilliant and pioneering mind the
first unabridged english rendition of her medical dissertation of 1911 entitled on
the psychological content of a case of schizophrenia dementia praecox with an
afterword by adrienne harris a new improved english translation of spielrein s
seminal essay of 1912 destruction as the cause of becoming a faithful english
rendition of her 1913 essay contributions to understanding a child s mind the
essential writings of sabina spielrein pioneer of psychoanalysis presents a rich
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source of materials and inspiration to psychoanalysts psychoanalytic psychotherapists
and analytical psychologists as well as scholars in the humanities and the behavioral
sciences

Essential Writings of Meredith G. Kline 2022-05-03

the scholarship of meredith g kline 1922 2007 was characterized by a very high view
of scripture a strong commitment to a reformed view of biblical theology centered on
covenant explication of the coherence of the old and new testaments and most of all a
desire to focus the attention of both scholars and lay christians on the centrality
of christ s redemptive work of justifying his people and imbuing them with his
perfect righteousness kline s writings are often quite creative and full of fresh
insights thoroughly intellectual but also pastoral and they have provided many with
the exciting energizing feeling that they are reading and understanding the biblical
text and how scripture in its entirety hangs together for the first time essential
writings of meredith g kline presents sixteen articles that meredith g kline wrote
over a period of forty years the articles display the unique creative and
christocentric way in which kline interpreted the entire bible they cover a range of
topics thereby providing a good overview of kline s scholarship topics include
covenant law and the state faith the gospel and justification redemption and
resurrection and the consummation pastors and scholars especially those in the
reformed community will be delighted by the fresh insights and wisdom and sometimes
paradigm changing perspectives found in the pages of this book meredith g kline 1922
2007 was a professor of old testament for fifty five years teaching at four
seminaries westminster theological seminary in philadelphia gordon conwell
theological seminary reformed theological seminary and westminster theological
seminary in california he was also an ordained minister in the orthodox presbyterian
church
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William James 1971

the importance of this collection of writings of william james lies in the fact that
it has been arranged to provide a systematic introduction to his major philosophical
discoveries and precisely to those doctrines and theories that are of most burning
current interest william james the essential writings is a series of philosophical
arguments on some of the most obscure and head cracking problems in contemporary
philosophy the relation of thought to its object the interrelationships between
meaning and truth the levels and structures of experience the degrees of reality the
nature of the embodied self the relation of ethics aesthetics and religious
experience to man s strenuously and heroically active nature and above all the
structurization of the experienced life world as the validating ground and origin of
all theory bruce wilshire has provided an introduction to william james s thought on
these and other related points which is at once both substantial and subtle

Essential Writings 2010

yves congar 1904 1995 a french dominican theologian was a prophet in the church of
the mid 20th century persecuted in the 1950s only to become perhaps the single most
formative influence on vatican ii this volume provides real insight and fresh hope
for those concerned to breathe new life into the church of the 21st century

Auguste Comte and Positivism 1975

selected writings of albert scweitzer the nobel peace prize winner ordained pastor
musician and expert on bach and author of a seminal work on jesus
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Albert Schweitzer 2005

this is a new release of the original 1927 edition

Essential Writings of William D. Gann 2013-10

the first english language translation of the hebrew essays and sermons of rabbi
aaron samuel tamares 1869 1931 an orthodox rabbi he served as a delegate to the
fourth world zionist congress in 1900 after which renounced nationalism and embraced
pacifism as a central jewish teaching readers may not always agree with him but they
will respect his deep thoughtful insights this volume also includes a translation of
a lengthy yiddish language autobiographical essay rabbi tamares wrote toward the end
of his life the essay was translated by ri j turner tzemah yoreh also contributed to
the translations in this volume rabbi everett gendler has been bringing rabbi tamares
to the attention of english readers for more than 50 years a trailblazing
environmentalist peace activist and unwavering proponent of social justice he was
ordained by the jewish theological seminary in 1957 rabbi gendler led congregations
throughout latin america before serving jewish communities in new jersey and
massachusetts he served as the first jewish chaplain at phillips academy andover he
was recently awarded the presidents medallion from the hebrew union college jewish
institute of religion in recognition of a lifetime commitment to social justice and
environmentalism a collection of rabbi gendler s writings was published in 2015 as
judaism for universalists
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A Passionate Pacifist 2023-12-31

although auguste comte is conventionally acknowledged as one of the founders of
sociology and as a key representative of positivism few new editions of his writings
have been published in the english language in this century he has become virtually
dissociated from the history of modern positivism and the most recent debates about
it gertrud lenzer maintains that the work of comte is for better or for worse
essential to an understanding of the modern period of positivism this collection
provides new access to the work of comte and gives practitioners of various
disciplines the possibility of reassessing concepts that were first introduced in
comte s writings today much of the ordinary business of academic disciplines is
conducted under the assumption that the realm of science is essentially separate from
the realms of politics and science a close reading of comte will reveal how deeply
such current ideas and theories were originally embedded in a particular political
context one of his central methodological principles was that the theory of society
had to be removed from the arena of political practice precisely in order to control
that practice by means of these same sciences it is in comte s work that the reader
will be able to observe how the forces of social and political reaction began to be
powerfully organized to combat the critical forces in its own and later eras auguste
comte and positivism will be of importance to the work of philosophers sociologists
political theorists and historians

Essential Writings 2012-12

the importance of this collection of writings of william james lies in the fact that
it has been arranged to provide a systematic introduction to his major philosophical
discoveries and precisely to those doctrines and theories that are of most burning
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current interest william james the essential writings is a series of philosophical
arguments on some of the most obscure and head cracking problems in contemporary
philosophy the relation of thought to its object the interrelationships between
meaning and truth the levels and structures of experience the degrees of reality the
nature of the embodied self the relation of ethics aesthetics and religious
experience to man s strenuously and heroically active nature and above all the
structurization of the experienced life world as the validating ground and origin of
all theory bruce wilshire has provided an introduction to william james s thought on
these and other related points which is at once both substantial and subtle

The Essential Writings of Marcel Duchamp 1975

this carefully edited charles alexander eastman collection has been designed and
formatted to the highest digital standards and adjusted for readability on all
devices charles alexander eastman 1858 1939 was a physician writer national lecturer
and reformer eastman was of santee dakota english and french ancestry after working
as a physician on reservations in south dakota he became increasingly active in
politics and issues on native american rights he worked to improve the lives of
youths and founded thirty two native american chapters of the young men s christian
association he also helped found the boy scouts of america he is considered the first
native american author to write american history from the native american point of
view contents indian boyhood indian heroes and great chieftains the soul of the
indian from the deep woods to civilization

Essential Writings of Dharampal 2015

providing an important introduction this book is a compilation of judiciously
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selected thoroughly edited writings of b r ambedkar it serves as an excellent guide
to the evolution of his thought and should be a ready reference on ambedkar s most
important works for students and researchers of political science history and
sociology it will also interest all those who deal with scheduled castes tribes and
social classes

Auguste Comte and Positivism 2017-09-20

finalist 2008 pen translation prize in the essential writings of machiavelli peter
constantine has assembled a comprehensive collection that shows the true depth and
breadth of a great renaissance thinker refreshingly accessible these superb new
translations are faithful to machiavelli s original beautifully crafted writings the
volume features essays that appear in english for the first time such as a caution to
the medici and the persecution of africa also included are complete versions of the
political treatise the prince the comic satire the mandrake the life of castruccio
castracani and the classic story belfagor along with selections from the discourses
the art of war and florentine histories augmented with useful features vital and
concise annotations and cross references this unique compendium is certain to become
the standard one volume reference to this influential versatile and ever timely
writer machiavelli s stress on political necessity rather than moral perfection
helped inspire the renaissance by renewing links with thucydides and other classical
thinkers this new collection provides deeper insight into machiavelli s personality
as a writer thus broadening our understanding of him robert d kaplan author of
warrior politics why leadership demands a pagan ethos constantine s selection is not
only intelligent his translations are astonishingly good thoughtfully introduced by
albert russell ascoli this edition belongs in everyone s library john jeffries martin
professor and chair department of history trinity university if one were to assign a
single edition of machiavelli s works this most certainly would be it john p
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mccormick professor department of political science university of chicago

William James 1984-06-30

part of the making of modern theology series this thorough introduction includes in
one volume the whole range of gutierrez s thought biblical theological methodological
and historical this work also features a select bibliography of works by and on
gutierrez

The Essential Writings of Charles Eastman 2023-12-26

this carefully edited jean jacques rousseau collection has been designed and
formatted to the highest digital standards and adjusted for readability on all
devices table of contents novels emile or on education new heloise an excerpt
political writings the social contract discourse on the origin of inequality among
men discourse on the arts and sciences a discourse on political economy autobiography
confessions criticism on rousseau rousseau and romanticism irving babbitt

The Essential Writings of B.R. Ambedkar 2002

this anthology of jawaharlal nehru s writings includes nearly 500 extracts covering
almost every aspect of his life and times

The Essential Writings of Machiavelli 2009-07-08

dietrich bonhoeffer was only thirty nine years old when he was executed in a nazi
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concentration camp in 1945 yet his courage vision and brilliance have greatly
influenced the twentieth century church and theology particularly through his
bestselling classic the cost of discipleship bonhoeffer profoundly shaped such minds
and movements as martin luther king jr and leonardo boff civil rights and leberation
theology a testament to freedom completely revised and expanded for this edition
includes previously untranslated writings excerpts from major books sermons and
selected letters spanning the years of bonhoeffer s pastoral and theological career
this magnificent volume takes readers on a historical and biographical journey that
follows bonhoeffer through the various stages of his life as teacher ecumenist pastor
preacher seminary director prophet in the nazi era and finally as martyr in pursuit
of peace and justice

Essential Writings 1996

critical selections from marx s complete works depict the evolution of his ideas and
their development into a general system

The Essential Writings of Jean-Jacques Rousseau
2023-12-26

this volume includes writings covering more than fifty years 1893 1950 of aurobindo s
life that suggest the diversity of aurobindo s thought and are arranged in six
sections according to his main areas of interest politics the indian traditions
social and political theory philosophy yoga poetry and poetics
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The Essential Writings of Jawaharlal Nehru 2003

this volume contains some of john marshall s landmark decisions including marbury v
madison and mcculloch v maryland as well as his autobiographical account and his
speech about ratifying the constitution

Charles S. Peirce: the Essential Writings 1972

good press presents to you a unique edward bellamy collection meticulously edited
formatted to the highest digital standards contents novels looking backward 2000 1887
equality dr heidenhoff s process miss ludington s sister the duke of stockbridge
short stories the blindman s world an echo of antietam the old folks party the cold
snap two days solitary imprisonment a summer evening s dream potts s painless cure a
love story reversed deserted hooking watermelons a positive romance lost with the
eyes shut at pinney s ranch to whom this may come

A Testament to Freedom 1995-03-31

a selection of writings from friedrich engels socialism utopian and scientific the
principles of communism the part played by labour in the transition from ape to man
ludwig feuerbach and the end of classical german philosophy and the origin of the
family private property and the state

Essential Writings of Karl Marx 1967

essential writings by matthew fox theologian and leading proponent of creation
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spirituality

The Essential Writings of Sri Aurobindo 1999

most comprehensive compendium of writings by chiara lubich one of the most
influential catholic women of today

The Essential Writings of John Marshall 2022-11-16

this carefully crafted ebook the essential writings of philip schaff is formatted for
your ereader with a functional and detailed table of contents history of the
christian church is an eight volume account of christian history written by philip
schaff in this great work schaff covers the history of christianity from the time of
the apostles to the reformation period the creeds of christendom with a history and
critical notes is a three volume set in which schaff is classifying and explaining
many different statements of belief and articles of faith throughout the christian
history he deals with the history of the creeds starting with the ecumenical creeds
and moving to greek and roman creeds then old catholic union creeds and finally to
the evangelical creeds and modern protestant creeds

The Essential Writings of Edward Bellamy 2023-12-01

g k chesterton 1874 1936 was one of the great catholic writers of the twentieth
century he brought a distinctive catholic perspective to scores of books and articles
even to the genre of detective novels in the famous father brown mysteries as this
collection shows chesterton s writing contains a spiritual dimension in his ability
to combine matters of great seriousness with great humor the contours of his
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distinctive and paradoxical spirituality emerge

Essential Writings of Friedrich Engels 2011-01

newly translated by peter constantine edited and with an introduction by leo damrosch
the essential writings of rousseau collects the best and most indispensable work of
one of the world s most influential writers a towering figure of enlightenment
thought jean jacques rousseau was also one of that movement s most passionate and
persuasive critics his extraordinarily original observations on politics education
and human nature were provocative in their day and remain resonant more than two
hundred years after his death rousseau s 1762 treatise the social contract laid
intellectual groundwork for both the american and french revolutions influencing such
figures as thomas jefferson an eloquent writer with profound insight into human
psychology rousseau also penned one of the most compelling autobiographies ever
written the magisterial confessions the entirety of the first three books of that
masterpiece along with the complete social contract are included in this
indispensable volume

Matthew Fox 2022-03-23

abdolkarim soroush has emerged as one of the leading moderate revisionist thinkers of
the muslim world he and his contemporaries in other muslim countries are shaping what
may become islam s equivalent of the christian reformation a period of questioning
traditional practices and beliefs and ultimately of upheaval presenting eleven of his
essays this volume makes soroush s thought readily available in english for the first
time the essays set forth his views on such matters as the freedom of muslims to
interpret the qur an the inevitability of change in religion the necessity of freedom
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of belief and the compatibility of islam and democracy throughout soroush emphasizes
the rights of individuals in their relationship with both government and god
explaining that the ideal islamic state can only be defined by the beliefs and will
of the majority

Essential Writings 2007

including more than 30 essential works of science fiction criticism in a single
volume this is a comprehensive introduction to the study of this enduringly popular
genre science fiction criticism an anthology of essential writings covers such topics
as definitions and boundaries of the genre the many forms of science fiction from
time travel to inner space ideology and identity from utopian fantasy to feminist
queer and environmental readings the non human androids aliens cyborgs and animals
race and the legacy of colonialism the volume also features annotated guides to
further reading on these topics includes writings by marc angenot j g ballard damien
broderick istvan csicsery ronay samuel r delany philip k dick grace dillon kodwo
eshun carl freedman allison de fren hugo gernsback donna haraway n katherine hayles
robert a heinlein nalo hopkinson veronica hollinger fredric jameson gwyneth jones rob
latham roger luckhurst judith merril john b michel wendy pearson john rieder lysa
rivera joanna russ mary shelley stephen hong sohn susan sontag bruce sterling darko
suvin vernor vinge sherryl vint h g wells david wittenberg and lisa yaszek

The Essential Writings of Philip Schaff 2023-12-16

the father of german mysticism meister eckhart 1260 1328 was a german theologian
philosopher professor and mystic in his distinguished career he became a professor of
theology at the university of paris and took a leading pastoral and organizational
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role in the dominican order later in his life he was brought before the local
franciscan led inquisition and was tried as a heretic in response eckhart produced
the defense in which he famously defended his writings and refuted their heretical
intent this book collects his most important writings including his many sermons as
well as his historic response to accusations of heresy

The Essential Writings of Marcel Duchamp 1975

transcendentalism was the first major intellectual movement in u s history
championing the inherent divinity of each individual as well as the value of
collective social action in the mid nineteenth century the movement took off changing
how americans thought about religion literature the natural world class distinctions
the role of women and the existence of slavery edited by the eminent scholar lawrence
buell this comprehensive anthology contains the essential writings of ralph waldo
emerson henry david thoreau margaret fuller and their fellow visionaries there are
also reflections on the movement by charles dickens henry james walt whitman louisa
may alcott and nathaniel hawthorne this remarkable volume introduces the radical
innovations of a brilliant group of thinkers whose impact on religious thought social
reform philosophy and literature continues to reverberate in the twenty first century

Essential Writings 2003

this selection from the major writings of the most influential marxist thinkers
provides easy and direct access to the sources of the 20th century s most important
ideology those who are baffled by the ramifications of marxism will find here the
major statements of classical and contemporary marxist theory from marx himself
through engels lenin trotsky and stalin to mao marcuse guevara and cabral together
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these texts give us a comprehensive view both of the marxist tradition and of the
varieties of contemporary marxism professor mclellan has provided every excerpt with
a list of further reading and with an introduction which places each author in a
historical and political context students will find this an indispensable first hand
guide to essential marxism david mclellan professor emeritus of political theory at
the university of kent at canterbury has lectured widely in north america and
continental europe he has authored a number of books on karl marx including karl marx
his life and thought and marxism after marx many of his works have been translated
into foreign languages he is also the editor of karl marx selected writings

The Essential Writings of Rousseau 2013-03-26

this is a new release of the original 1824 edition

Reason, Freedom, and Democracy in Islam 2000-04-20

bioregionalism asks us to reimagine ourselves and the places where we live in
ecological terms and to harmonize human activities with the natural systems that
sustain life as one of the originators of the concept of bioregionalism peter berg
1937 2011 is a founding figure of contemporary environmental thought the biosphere
and the bioregion essential writings of peter berg introduces readers to the
biospheric vision and post environmental genius of berg from books and essays to
published interviews this selection of writings represents berg s bioregional vision
and its global local urban and rural applications the biosphere and the bioregion
provides a highly accessible introduction to bioregional philosophy making berg s
paradigm available as a guiding vision and practical greenprint for the twenty first
century this valuable compilation lays the groundwork for future research by offering
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the first ever comprehensive bibliography of berg s publications and should be of
interest to students and scholars in the interdisciplinary fields of environmental
humanities environment and sustainability studies as well as political ecology
environmental sociology and anthropology

Science Fiction Criticism 2017-02-23

Meister Eckhart 2009-08-25

The American Transcendentalists 2006-01-10

Marxism 2014-12-10

Essential Writings of Nicholas Culpeper 2014-03-30

The Biosphere and the Bioregion 2014-07-17
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